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FULLY ADAPTIVE CAC SCHEMES FOR MULTIMEDIA TRAFFIC  
IN WIRELESS M OBILE NETWORKS

S um m ary . W e introduce adaptive Call Admission Control (CAC) algorithms for 
micro- and pico-cell wireless multimedia mobile networks. O ur approach allows for 
an arbitrary topology o f  network. Additionally, we incorporate in our CAC algorithm 
the required bandwidth, reservation with quality o f service and classes o f services. 
The new QoS parameters, such as M ovement Change Ratio, Reserved Bandwidth in 
Neighbouring Cells and Possessed Bandwidth in Neighbouring Cells are derived, 
allowing for proper tuning o f  the CAC algorithm. Sim ulations illustrate the 
effectiveness o f the given algorithms.

K eyw ords: Call Admission Control, bandwidth reservation, wireless mobile 
networks

W PEŁNI ADAPTACYJNE SCHEMATY STEROWANIA 
PRZYJMOWANIEM ZGŁOSZEŃ DLA RUCHU MULTIMEDIALNEGO 
W BEZPRZEWODOWYCH RUCHOMYCH SIECIACH

Streszczenie. W  pracy wprowadzono algorytmy do adaptacyjnego sterowania  
przyjmowania zgłoszeń  (CAC) dla bezprzewodowych, m ultimedialnych sieci 
radiokomunikacji ruchomej. D ostarczają one wymaganego pasma transmisji, jak 
również rezerw ują je  zgodnie z parametrami jakości usług (QoS). W  pracy 
wprowadzono nowe param etry QoS, takie jak W spółczynnik Zmiany Ruchu, 
Rezerwowane Pasmo Transmisji w Komórkach Sąsiednich, Posiadane Pasmo 
Transmisji w Kom órkach Sąsiednich.

Słowa kluczow e: algorytmy sterowania przyjm owaniem zgłoszeń, rezerwacja 
pasma transmisji, bezprzew odowe ruchom e sieci
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1. Introduction

Personal Communication Service (PCS) networks enable people to communicate 

independently o f  their location. The current PCS systems, such as GSM , IS-54 [1, 2], use 

location management mechanism, which maps all subscribers to the actual location of the 

requested users. The coverage area of the system  is divided into location areas (LA). Each 

LA consists some groups of cells. The system has the LA information, where the mobile 

terminal (MT) resides. W henever an M T crosses an LA boundary, it updates the system with 

its new location and requirem ents. PCS networks used currently determ ine the LA coverage 

on the basis o f static m ovement probabilities.

Future PCS networks, such as UM TS/IM T-2000, wireless LANs, wireless ATM, etc., are 

required to support broadband multimedia services with diverse Quality o f Service (QoS) 

requirements. The main solution for supporting the required bandwidth is to reduce the cel! 

sizes [16] and to give back the unused bandwidths. This needs the development of new 

mobility management schemes for future micro- pico- cellular w ireless networks, new Call 

Admission Control (CAC) algorithms, and new bandwidth reservation methods.

— c m —

Fig. 1. An example o f three-level hierarchical cellular structure 
Rys. 1. Przykład trójpoziomowej hierarchicznej struktury komórkowej

Generally, in future wireless mobile multimedia networks, the location area is divided 

hierarchically into cells, as shown in Fig. 1. In the current technology, the infrastructure of 

each wireless network consists o f three element groups: wireless MTs, M SCs and PSTNs. 

Each Base Station (BS) serves a group of mobile terminals (MTs) currently residing in a cell.
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A mobile Switching Center (MSC) connects all BSs to trunks o f the Public Switched 

Telephone Network (PSTN) or ISDN. Neighbouring MSC can also connect to each other 

through direct links. The radio link makes the communication between the M T and the Base 

Station possible. A model o f  mobile voice communication over Public Switched Telephone 

Networks is given in Fig. 2.

In order to provide QoS guarantee in a mobile environm ent, the bandwidth must be 

divided between all sm all-sized cells (e.g. micro-cells o r pico-cells) [17, 18] to achieve the 

required transmission capacity. M oreover, the small size o f the cells increases the changes in 

the network traffic and in the provided QoS guarantees [7],

In this paper, we focus in wireless multimedia mobile networks on which proper 

reservation mechanisms have been provided.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we provide the background and 

related works implicating our analysis. In section 3, the fully adaptive CAC scheme for 

multimedia traffic in wireless networks is presented. The simulation model is investigated in 

Section 4. Finally, we form ulate some concluding remarks.

Fig. 2. A model o f voice com m unication over PSTN
Rys. 2. Model transmisji głosowej w publicznej komutowanej sieci telefonicznej (PSTN)

2. Background and Related Works

There are several papers [4, 5, 8] which consider schemes based on dynam ic channel 

(re)assignment in cellular networks. In these schemes, the channels are (re)assigned to 

different neighbouring cells to reduce interferences and raise the overall system capacity. 

According to these methods, channels assigned at the beginning to calls may be reallocated to
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avoid neighboring cells using the same channels. The bandwidth rem oved from a call is 

(re)assigned to a new call or to a hand-off call. Although they cannot make admission 

control, they do not reserve bandwidths for handoff calls either.

The bandwidth reservations for handoff calls to guarantee undisrupted communication are 

introduced in papers [14, 19, 20], The joint distinctive mark o f  these schemes is the 

reservation of a fixed num ber o f  channels in each cell for handoff. The handoff requests are 

queued in expectation for use. Although these schemes do not consider the desired small call 

dropping probabilities (due to a higher likelihood that the reserved channels may be not 

available for handoff calls), they do not adapt to changes in the network traffic loads, either.

In the paper [21] the call adm ission algorithm for QoS guarantee for an integrated voice 

and data traffic in the packet radio was given. The CAC algorithm is based on the determined 

threshold value o f either the mean delay or the packet loss probability and on the long-term 

voice blocking probability. However, the given CAC algorithm does not reserve bandwidth in 

the neighboring cells.

Naghshineh and Schw artz [11] introduced a distributed admission control scheme based 

on both the number o f  existing connections in the cell where the connections are granted and 

the number o f connections in the neighboring cells. Allowing for a distributed activity of the 

CAC algorithm is a worthwhile idea. However, the scheme in [11] does not w ork in the 

cellular network with varying bandwidth requirements.

In the papers o f Levine, Akyildiz and Naghshineh [9, 10], the new scheme defined as the 

shadow cluster concept was introduced. In this concept, the mobile term inal with an active 

connection has the shadow cluster. The shadow cluster contains all im m ediate neighbours 

and can travel according to the direction of movement o f the mobile terminal. Each base 

station informs its neighbours about the future location o f  the mobile terminal. The shadow 

cluster concept is very attractive. However, it is difficult to use and is unpredictable when the 

user mobility spectrum  is too small.

All o f the characterized methods of bandwidth reservation with CAC schem e are not 

suitable in many situations with an abnormal movement and accelerations or the shortage of 

knowledge about the dynam ics o f MTs. Therefore, here we propose a new method for 

adaptive CAC algorithms for the multimedia traffic in wireless networks.

In the paper by O liveira [15] a bandwidth reservation scheme with CAC algorithms for 

wireless cellular networks was proposed. In this solution, when a new call is accepted, the 

required bandwidth is allocated in the generating cell and the same bandwidth is also reserved 

in the immediate neighbouring cells.

The more advanced CAC schem es include the solution given by M .S. Obaidat [13]. In 

this concept, the rates o f traffic flows and resource allocations are monitored. The d i s t r i b u t e d  

optimal control was proposed for the guaranteed QoS commitments.
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An adaptive, dynam ic architecture (DYNAA) was introduced in the paper [12] with the 

purpose of being in the adaptive multimedia services in wireless mobile networks. The 

proposed architecture can adapt dynam ically to the bandwidth requirem ent and traffic load. 

In spite o f them, the D YNAA must collaborate with the defined application, which is 

implemented in the mobile network.

All of the characterized methods o f bandwidth reservation with CAC scheme are not 

suitable in many situations with an abnormal movement and accelerations or the shortage of 

knowledge about the dynam ics o f MTs. Therefore, here we propose a new method for 

adaptive CAC algorithms for the multimedia traffic in wireless networks.

Our call adm ission control procedures are as follows. In the case o f  a new call, the 

procedure call_arrival is used to check the available bandwidth in cell jr. I f  the desired 

bandwidth is available, the new call is realized Otherwise, the required bandwidth is 

bonowed from the neighbouring cells. If  the bandwidth isunavailable either in cell x  or in the 

neighbouring cells, the call is rejected.

3. Fully Adaptive CAC Scheme for M ultimedia Traffic in Wireless 
Mobile Networks

In this section, we present the concept o f fully adaptive Call Admission Control 

algorithms for the multimedia traffic in wireless mobile networks.

In our approach, we assume that the movement of the M T station from  core zone to the 

handoff zone (see Fig. 3) leads to the maintenance of the connection with the BS and also the 

reservation of bandwidth in all the neighbouring cells. Thereby the identification number of 

the cell to which the M T is entered is established. We assume that the crossing of the 

switching circle follows the switching between the previous BS and the BS in the cell in 

which the MT is currently situated.

To guarantee a full adaptation for all bandwidth requests in mobile wireless networks, we 

propose two Novell QoS parameters. The first which is called M CR  (M ovement Change 

Ratio) can take into consideration all change caused by the motion o f the M T or user 

requests. At moment t for each call i the M ovement Change Ratio  is defined as:

n(0 _  fíW
M CRll)(t) = raK ) , (1)

€ iA ‘)
where

K 'L tt)  - the bandwidth used by the call i in the cell,

- is the bandwidth reserved by the call i in the neighbouring cells, 

in summation o f all calls in the cell at moment /, we can obtain two parameters
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wis” <0
M C Ripos)(t) = j ] M C R (i\ t )  (2)

i=i
and

M C R {n's){t) = Y ^M C R {,)( t) ,  (3)
1=1

where N [ ^ f ( t )  is the m axim um  number o f calls which are realized at moment t ,  and 

A C ’« ) is the maxim um  number of calls which are blocked at mom ent t .  The first 

parameter M C R(-"'g)( t) indicates the mobility change ratio o f the realized calls in the cell, and 

the second the mobility change o f the blocked calls in the cell at moment t .

neighbourhood zone BS switching line

Fig. 3. A concentric geom etry for a core zone and its neighbourhood area 
Rys. 3. Rozkład przestrzenny dla kom órki rdzeniowej i sąsiedniego obszaru

It is obvious that the M C R U)(t) as a constant value for the i-th call means neither a lack 

of motion of bandwidth reservation or the movement of the M T with decreasing bandwidth 

demand and increasing bandwidth reservation in the neighbouring cells. O ther situations are 

also possible. The M C RU)(t) can grow bigger or grow small. In the first situation the MT 

will be directed to the BS in the cell. Hence, it must decrease the bandwidth reservation. In 

the second situation, the M T will retreat from the cell and it must increase the bandwidth. In 

all the situations the actual param eters of movement are needed. By assum ption that BS is in 

the centre o f the coordinate system, we can describe the current position (x ,y ) o f the MT

through projections (x0, y0) on both axes Ox, Oy.
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We propose a M oving Average o f  Bandwidth (MAB) as a second QoS parameter for 

adaptive multimedia traffic. For the description of the M AB  param eter we denote the target 

observation time interval T . Also, let the M AB(t) is defined

M A B (0= ^ £zO 'y) (4)
1 i* i

In our approach, the target observation time interval T  is equal to 200 time units.

Using the M AB(t)  param eter shown for the observation time interval T , we define a

Bandwidth Band  ( 5 5 )  as third QoS parameter. Let the BBupp(t) and the BBl0W(t) denote the 

upper limitation o f  required bandwidth and the lower limitation o f required bandwidth, 

respectively. Also define BBupp{t) and 6 5 w (t) to be the bound o f  the M AB{t) parameter, as 

defined in the equation (5) and (6). We have:

BBupp(t) = M AB{t) + D * -  M AB(t))2 (5)

BBlnw(t) = M A B (t) -  D  * A Z ( B (f i d( ^ ~ M AB( 0 )2 , (6)

where D indicates the shift o f the M AB(t) upwards and downwards. The interval determines 

by the both BB(t) param eters is expanded with a large change o f the required bandwidth and 

is narrowed with a little change o f required bandwidth.

s

Fig. 4. A wind rose with eight directions 
Rys. 4. R óżą wiatrów z ośmioma kierunkami

The reserved bandwidth must consider all the neighbouring cells. We propose here the 

fourth QoS parameter called the Reserved Bandwidth in Neighbouring Cells (RBNC). To 

define it we propose to use the wind rose with eight directions, namely (clockwise): N, NE, E, 

SE, S, SW, VF, N W  (see Fig. 4). In more accurate com putations, we can use all interm ediary 

directions: AWE, ENE, ESE, SSE, SSW, VV5W, WNW, NNW. We give for each call i the vector 
RBNC, namely:
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R B N C u )(t)  = {RBNC  ‘‘»(i), RBNC  ( / )  BBAC (f)) (7)

By summation of all R B N C u)(t) for all calls in the cell at the moment t , we can obtain

R B N C (i) = {RBNCN(t), R B N C R B N C NW(t)) (8)

Additionally, the possessed bandwidth is treated as the fifth QoS param eter called the 

Possessed Bandwidth in Neighbouring Cells. To define it we give the following vector:

P B N C W(t ) = (P B N C " (r), (f)„. . ,P2WC& (/)) (9)

By summation of all P B N C ^ it)  for all calls in the cell at the moment t , we can gain 

P B N C {t)  = (PBN C N(t), PBNCNE( t \ . . . ,P B N C m {t)) (10)

p rocedu re  call_arrival(i: integer; B ^ ti(); 
begin

B<0 := 0 ;

C U x )  = C(x)- 

5,::L(0.-= 0;
if^ :L a (0 < ^ ,,(A -)  then  
begin 

0 *> ■■=C(x)-Bustd(xy,
end

else { > ^a v a il 00  }
begin { borrow the bandwidth from the neighbouring cells )

{ check all neighbouring cells and find the cell j with the most unused bandwidth 
-  receive (AS<»a) 

if ^  BuL(-x) th e n reject_the_call
else 

begin
+ A B0);

S ^ ( x )  : = B ^ ( x )  + B " d- 

P'm„,l(x ):=C (x)-B useAx)-, 
end 

endif; 
end; 

endif; 
end;

Fig. 5. Pseudo code o f procedure call_arrival 
Rys. 5. Pseudokod procedury call_arrival
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The first procedure (see Fig. 5) is used to open the connection for the new call in the cell 

x. The needed bandwidth must be provided by BS from the accessible bandwidth in the cell. 

In case there is no bandwidth in the cell, the lacking bandwidth must be borrowed according 

to the given procedure from  the neighbouring cells.

We suppose that after the crossing o f  the soft handoff line (see Fig. 3), the R B N C (!)(r) is 

no more reserved. Hence, the value indicated by R B N C (,)(/) must be obtained from the 

accessible bandwidth in the cell in which the M T is located. Hence, the vector PB N C  must be 

also updated (see Fig. 6).

procedure soft_handoff_line_crossing{ B^ ); 
begin
Bm := Bu>;res *

for all y = x com pute  RBNC'(y);

PBNC(x) := PBNC(x) + RBNC' (y);

RBNC(y) := RBNC(y) - RBNC' (y); 

for all y *  x com pute  PBNC' (y);

PBCN(y) := PBCN(y) + PBNC' (x);

RBNC(x) := RBNC(x) - RBNC' (y);
end;__________________________________________________________________________________

Fig. 6. Pseudo code o f procedure soft_handoff_line_crossing  
Rys. 6. Pseudokod procedury soft_handoff_line_crossing

For each mobile term inal in cell x the third procedure manage_bandwidth in_mobility 

(see Fig. 7) is initialized in m ovement o f the M T. In this procedure the change o f  the first 

QoS parameter A M C R(t) is studied. If  the A M C R (t) is positive, then the call back up the 

bandwidth is in the proportion o f loan to all neighbouring cells. I f  the change A M C R (t) < 0 ,  

then the call must borrow the bandwidth from  the neighbouring cells. In both cases, the call 

must change the used bandwidth in its own possession and the bandwidth reservation in the 

neighbouring cells. Therefore, the second and the third QoS parameters are updated 

according to the direction o f moving.

For each motionless mobile terminal in cell x the fourth procedure mana- 

tie.bandw id thJnJm m obility  (see Fig. 8) is periodically initialized. This procedure allows to 

reservation of bandwidth according to the directions o f the current bandwidth changes.

The fifth procedure (see Fig. 9) is needed to close the connection. The used bandwidth 

must be back to the unused bandwidth o f cell x  and to all the neighbouring cells from  which it 
was borrowed.
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p rocedu re  manage_bandwidth_in_mobility\ 
begin

‘f  ^  F ^ i x )  then
begin

BUscd M := Bus ed (x) + B ^ mtind ;

A M CR(i) (/) := M C R(i) (t ) -  M C R(i) (i -1 )

if AMC7?(,,( r ) > 0 th e n
begin
A PBNCu)(t) := P B N C u)(t - 1) -  PBN C u\ t )  ;

{ give back the bandwidth A P N BC U)(t) in proportion of borrow} 

RBN C in(t) := RBN C (i)(t) -  A PBN C {i\ t ) \  
end;

else { A M C R 0) (i) < 0 } 
begin

A PBN C v\ t )  := P BN C (i) (i -1 )  -  PBN C w (t)

{ borrow the bandwidth A P B N C ^ it)  according to direction o f  movement 

A R BN C (i\ t )  := R B N C 0) (t) -  A P BN C V) (/); 
end; 

endif; 
end; 
endif;

end;____________________________________________________________________

Fig. 7. Pseudo code o f procedure manage._bandwidth_in_mobility 
Rys. 7. Pseudokod procedury manage_bandwidth_in_mobility

4. Performance Study

In this section, we present simulation results to  shown how the given CAC procedures 

satisfy the QoS param eters for multimedia traffic in wireless system. W e assumed the 

following parameters o f simulation. The bandwidth capacity o f each cell is equal to 10000 

units. M inim um  10 units are required in order to realize the call. The m axim um  b a n d w id t h  

allowed for the call is equal to 100 units. We assumed that twenty percent o f total calls are 

moving in the given time slot. Additionally, twenty-five percent o f calls are terminated in 

each time slot.
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procedure manage_bandwidth_in_immobility\ 
begin

if KLnd  ̂ thCn 
begin
d (0 . _  o ( 0  , n (0

° ta e d  ' u used  T  dem and  >

^  W  := K e d  W  +  B demand < ( giVe baCk the bandwidth }
A := B B "  (/) -  A B B % (t - 1);

A BBj£(t) := BB,‘l ( t )  -  A BB,‘l ( t  - 1 ) ;  { make reservation o f bandwidth } 

RBNCu){t) := R B N C w {t) -  A BB^p(t) ; { back up the bandwidth }

PBNCw (t) := P BN C (i)(t) -  A B B ,^ (0 ; 
end;
else { borrow the bandwidth from  neighbouring cells } 
begin

B (0 • =  Bdemand * borrow ’

BL  := 3 (0 i 'L  + 5 « w ;
A 8 C ( i ) : =  B S « ( r ) - B B « ( r - l ) ;

A BB (t ) := SB ¿‘2 ( 0  -  SB ¿2 (i — 1) ; { make reservation o f bandwidth 

RBNC0)(t) := R B N C U)(t) -  A B B ^ ( i)  end; 
endif; 

end;

Fig. 8. Pseudo code o f procedure manage_bandwidth_in_immobility 
Rys. 8. Pseudokod procedury manage_bandwidth_in_inmobility

In the simulation, we assumed that all call requests arrive according to the Poisson 

distribution. The service tim e (call holding time) is exponentially distributed.

We performed sim ulation to com pare the given CAC procedures with multim edia and 

non-multimedia services. We assum ed that in non-multimedia services, the new call is 

realized if the bandwidth is required without the introduced QoS parameters.
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p rocedu re  call_departure{ B^ livtr); 
begin

d̂eliver •'= departure(B0)) ;

for all y  *  x  com pute PBNC' an d  RBNC';

PBNC(y) := PBNC(y) + PBNC'(y);

RBNC(y) := RBNC(y) - RBNC'(y);

for all y  = x  com pute PBNC'(y) an d  RBNC'(y);

PBNC(x) := PBNC(x) + PBNC'(y);

RBNC(x) := RBNC(x) - RBNC'(y); 
end;___________________________________________

Fig. 9. Pseudo code o f procedure call_departure 
Rys. 9. Pseudokod procedury call_departure

Traffic load
Fig. 10. Call Blocking Probability (CBP) versus traffic load for multimedia and non

multimedia traffic
Rys. 10. Prawdopodobieństwo blokowania się połączenia w zależności od obciążenia dla 

ruchu m ultimedialnego i niemultimedialnego

The mobility pattern was chosen as follows. The user is allowed to move anywhere he 

wants. It was chosen at a random  value x in the range [0, 2] with the uniform  probability 

distribution, as given:

In our simulation we studied the call blocking probability (CBP) and the probability of a 

handoff arriving call being dropped (HDP) for adaptive and non-adaptive traffic in the load 

dependence. W e suppose that the rate o f the call handoff to another cell, \ , is proportional 

to the new call arrival rate, nam ely Ah = fSXn .
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Traffic load

Fig. 11. H andoff D ropping Probability (HDP) versus traffic load for 
multim edia and non-multimedia traffic 

Rys. 11. Prawdopodobieństwo zerwania przenoszenia połączenia w zależności 
od obciążenia dla ruchu multimedialnego i niemultimedialnego

The preliminary results are depicted in the Figs. 10-11. Figure 10 show the CBP versus 

the load of the traffic for adaptive and non-adaptive multimedia traffic. Figure 11 show the 

HDP versus the load o f traffic for adaptive and non-adaptive traffic. We can see that the 

given CAC procedures adapt to the multimedia traffic better than the non-adaptive traffic.

5. Concluding Remarks

We have developed fully adaptive CAC schemes for the multimedia traffic in mobile 

wireless networks. Such fully adaptive procedures are not only o f primary importance, but 

have useful practical implications as well. For instance, it obviates the need to come up, 

among others, with a new intelligent antenna for wireless com munications. Our theoretical 

analysis is useful for predicting how the CAC schemes will perform  in the case each problem 

with movement. O ur sim ulation study shows that the investigation appears worthwhile, 

especially under bandwidth changes. To this end, we will com pare our CAC schemes to other 

solutions, for instance to the reservation-based schem es presented in [15] and [6]. In future, 

we will extend our schemes to the networks that support multiple classes o f  adaptive 
multimedia.
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Omówienie

W pracy wprowadzono nowe algorytmy sterowania przyjmowaniem  zgłoszeń  (CAC) dla 

bezprzewodowych, multimedialnych sieci radiokom unikacji ruchomej. D ostarczają one 

wymagane pasmo transmisji oraz pozw alają na jego rezerwację, co ma miejsce w przypadku 

mchu stacji ruchomej. W pracy zostały wprowadzone nowe param etry jakości usług (QoS), 

'akie jak: Współczynnik Zmiany Ruchu (MCR) (wzór 1), Średnia Ruchoma Pasma Transmi- 

5ji (MAB) (wzór 4), Wstęga Pasma Transmisji (BB) (wzory (5) i (6)). Czwartym i piątym
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para-metrem (QoS) są  odpowiednio: Rezerwowane Pasma Transmisji w Komórkach 

Sąsiednich (RBNC) (wzór (8)) oraz Posiadane Pasmo Transmisji w Komórkach Sąsiednich 

(PBNC) (wzór (10)). Algorytmy CAC stanow ią procedury dotyczące m.in.: otwarcia 

połączenia, zamknięcia połączenia, zarządzania pasm em  transmisji w przypadku braku ruch 

stacji ruchomej, zarządzania pasmem transmisji w przypadku ruchu stacji ruchomej. Wyniki 

badań sym ula-cyjnych potw ierdzają przydatność opracowanych algorytmów CAC. Uzyskano 

w nich m.in. prawdopodobieństwo blokowania się połączenia  (CBP) (rys. 10) oraz 

prawdopodobieństwo zerwania przenoszenia połączenia  (HDP) (rys. 11) dla ruchu 

multimedialnego i niemultime-dialnego w zależności od obciążenia.
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